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Computer-generated holograms for 3D imaging: A survey
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Holography is usually considered as the ultimate way to visually reproduce a three-dimensional scene.
Computer-generated holography constitutes an important branch of holography, which enables visualization
of artificially-generated scenes as well as real three-dimensional scenes recorded under white light illumination.
In this article, we present a comprehensive survey of methods for synthesis of computer-generated holograms
classifying them into two broad categories, namely as wavefront-based methods and ray-based methods. We
examine their modern implementations in terms of the quality of reconstruction and computational efficiency.
As it is an integral part of computer-generated holography, we devote a special section to speckle suppression,
which is also discussed under two categories following the classification of underlying computer-generated
hologram methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The holograms carry intensity, color, depth and directional information of a given three-dimensional
(3D) scene and they are able to reconstruct the corresponding true light wavefronts. They provide
continuous motion parallax and deliver correct visual cues of binocular disparity, vergence, ac-
commodation (focus) and retinal blur, which are all critical for accurate depth perception. Thus,
holographic 3D imaging enables highly realistic visualization and this makes it a very appealing
research area.

Advances in digital sensor and display devices as well as computing have introduced new areas
into traditional optical (analog) holographic imaging. Significant efforts have been dedicated to
development of dynamic holographic displays [Yamaguchi 2016; Yaraş et al. 2010]. Device based
limitations still exhibit an important challenge to overcome especially for glasses-free type of
visualization due to need for high space-bandwidth product, i.e., correspondingly, wide field of
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view and wide viewing angle. However, this constraint can be significantly relieved in the case of
near-eye or head-mounted display scenarios, intended for virtual or augmented type of visualization.
This, already makes holographic imaging a viable option for such displays [Maimone et al. 2017].
Furthermore, compared to other advanced 3D display technologies such as ray-based light field
displays including super multiview displays [Takaki and Nago 2010], integral imaging [Xiao et al.
2013] and tensor displays [Wetzstein et al. 2012], holographic imaging and displays have the very
crucial advantage that it can accurately reproduce deep 3D scenes.
The scene capture or recording methods for holographic displays can be classified into two

broad categories, namely digital holography and computer-generated holography [Tsang and
Poon 2016]. Digital holography utilizes optically recorded digital holograms. The need for precise
and optically stable coherent illumination setup imposes a strong constraint in such holograms,
which usually limits the capability of such holograms to static and small-scale scenes. The second
method is based on computational synthesis of so-called computer-generated holograms (CGHs).
Computer-generated holography seems to have much greater potential due to the capability of
hologram synthesis for synthetically generated computer graphics (CG) objects and real scenes
recorded under natural white light.

Besides displaying CGHs on dynamic holographic displays, it is also possible to “print” them onto
a physical carrier using lithography. The methods such as HS printing [Brotherton-Ratcliffe et al.
2011] or wavefront printing [Kang et al. 2016b] combine computational and analog holography by
recording white-light viewable holograms from digital contents. Combined implementation of both
concepts is reported in [Matsushima and Sonobe 2018], where a wave field captured for a real 3D
object by means of digital holography is incorporated in a CGH. Application areas of CGHs are not
limited to holographic displays. They are also utilized in holographic projection [Buckley 2011], or
they can serve as diffractive optical elements for various other purposes such as lens, diffraction
grating, combiner, phase spatial filter, beam shaper, optical tweezer (photonic manipulation of
particles), etc., which make them useful in various advanced scientific and technological fields as
well as industry sectors [Cirino et al. 2011].

In the last two decades, much effort in computer-generated holography has been put on i)
improvement of object data encoding in the hologram by more accurate rendering techniques
for high-quality reconstructions and ii) fast computation by developing more efficient algorithms
and utilizing high-performance hardware. This paper presents a survey of the state-of-the-art in
synthesis of CGHs with a focus in this time duration where notable advances have been achieved
in the field. The structure of the survey is as follows: Section 2 introduces preliminary theoretical
background as well as a short historical overview of CGH synthesis. The theoretical background is
supplemented in Appendix A with numerical wave propagation algorithms. We divide the existing
CGH methods into wavefront-based and ray-based methods, which are presented in Section 3 and
Section 4, respectively, with their pros and cons from the point of view of imaging quality and
computational efficiency. These two groups consist of several subgroups, which differ by the type
of model employed for 3D scene representation as well as wave propagation method adopted for
computing the hologram due to given model. Section 5 discusses the speckle suppression techniques
for both wavefront and ray-based CGH methods. Comparative summary of the described methods
concludes the paper. Please note that in Appendix B we also provide a supplementary discussion
on synthesis and numerical reconstruction of different types of CGHs via simulating the process of
CGH viewing by the human eye.

2 BACKGROUND
Holography is a two-step process of recording and reconstruction of the wavefront due to a 3D
object under coherent illumination. This wavefront, the so-called object field, is described by a
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complex amplitude O(x,y) = a0(x,y) exp[jϕ0(x,y)] on the hologram plane (x,y) at z = 0, where
a0(x,y) and ϕ0(x,y) are the amplitude and the phase of the object field, respectively, and j is the
imaginary unit. The amplitude gives the intensity of light, while the phase encodes the depth
information. The hologram records interference of the object wave with a mutually coherent
reference wave, R(x,y) = aR (x,y) exp[jϕR (x,y)] with amplitude aR (x,y) and phase ϕR (x,y) (see
Figure 1(a)), as a two-dimensional (2D) distribution of intensity:

IH (x,y) = |R(x,y) +O(x,y)|2 = RR∗ +OO∗ +OR∗ +O∗R, (1)

where the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate operator. The relevant information is encoded in
the last two terms, which are referred to as +1 and -1 diffraction orders, respectively. The sum of
the intensities of the reference and the object waves, RR∗ +OO∗, forms the zero-order term, which
is usually much brighter than the first-order terms. In a CGH, this zero-order can be discarded and
only the relevant object information can be encoded in the hologram resulting in the so-called
bipolar intensity distribution [Lucente 1994] as

ĨH (x,y) = 2Re{O(x,y)R∗(x,y)}. (2)

The object wavefront or its conjugate is reconstructed by multiplication of IH (x,y) with the
replica of R(x,y) or its conjugate. That is, for a unit-amplitude reference wave, OR∗R = O or
O∗RR∗ = O∗. This brings into focus the virtual (orthoscopic) image or the real (pseudoscopic)
image of the object. Both reconstructed object wavefronts carry the same information content, so
they create twin images. In in-line geometry, when R(x,y) and O(x,y) propagate along the same
direction, the twin images overlap focusing on the opposite sides of the in-line hologram. This
means that in the plane of the focused reconstruction of a virtual image there is a defocused real
image and vice versa. Mathematically, the existence of twin images is due to non-linear encoding
of complex information as a 2D array of real numbers.

object

θ
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reference
wave

(a) (b)
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virtual image real image
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wave

θ θ

Fig. 1. Holographic recording (a) and holographic reconstruction (b) in off-axis geometry.

The formulation of the holographic principle given by Equation (1) was actually first established
with in-line geometry by Dennis Gabor, in 1948. He considered inline illumination of a semi-
transparent object with a point light source [Gabor 1948]. Separation of the light beams of the twin
images in space was demonstrated later, in 1962, by Leith and Upatnieks [Leith and Upatnieks 1962]
via an off-axis geometry, where a spatial carrier frequency was introduced in the hologram through
angular separation of the object and reference beams (see Figure 1). Introduction of the carrier
frequency shifts the object spectrum from the zero frequency in the spatial frequency domain. This
solution decreases the useful space-bandwidth product of the hologram, which is defined as the
product of the hologram size and its spatial frequency bandwidth [Claus et al. 2011; Lohmann
et al. 1996]. The space-bandwidth product in digital holography characterizes the field of view the
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hologram can support. At off-axis geometry, only one-fourth of the space-bandwidth product is
practically used.
Synthesis of CGHs basically requires acquiring the 3D information of the scene, i.e., the object

fieldO(x,y). Having found the object field, the CGH itself can be calculated by applying Equation (1)
following the in-line or off-axis recording geometry. Thus, the CGH synthesis includes three steps:
i) digital representation of the 3D scene; ii) digital propagation of the wave field, i.e., object field,
from the scene to the hologram plane; iii) digital encoding of the fringe pattern on the hologram
plane in accordance with Equation (1). Over the years, implementation of these steps has created
different groups of algorithms.
CGH-based holographic 3D imaging is not a trivial task. Crucial factors for the CGH synthesis

are image quality and computational burden. High image quality means ability for high spatial
resolution, full color and full parallax photorealistic representation and reconstruction in a wide
viewing angle of 3D scenes with shading, reflections and occlusions as schematically depicted in
Figure 2. Reconstruction of color, shading and reflection depends on illumination direction, surface
properties and orientation. Reflection from an opaque surface is given by bidirectional reflectance
distribution function which in general may have components describing ambient, diffuse and
specular reflection. Occlusion can be mutual occlusion when an object in a 3D scene blocks the light
coming from other object or a self-occlusion when some parts of an object shields its other parts.
Such properties constitute view-dependent characteristics of CGHs, and, in addition to provided
spatial resolution, they are also crucial to ensure high quality realistic reconstructions. In order to
support all those, the CGH must possess a very small pixel pitch and extremely large number of
pixels. This entails processing of huge amount of data, which makes computational efficiency of
vital importance for CGH synthesis, especially for dynamic imaging.

full parallax

texture

color
reflection

occlusion

CGH

wide viewing angle

high resolution

Fig. 2. Requirements for high-quality CGH reconstruction.

Historically, at the beginning of the CGH era, the encoding step dominated the CGH synthesis
due to the need of physically fabricating them as optical elements with the required diffractive
properties to create the desired visual effect. Design of a CGH as a diffractive optical element
followed the development of technology. It started with holograms reproduced by computer
plotters as hard copies, which were transferred onto a photographic film in the 1960s, went through
photolithographic fabrication in the 1970s and ended with using e-beams in the 1980s. Lohmann’s
group made the first substantial progress in CGH production technology. Lohmann formulated
the idea of encoding a numerically generated hologram in 1956, and various encoding methods
such as the “single-sideband” technique and the “detour phase” method [Brown and Lohmann
1966; Lohmann and Paris 1967] emerged in the 1960s to make use of existing computers at that
time. In view of inability of the computer plotters for gray-scale drawing, the developed methods
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produced binary holograms. The complex amplitude a0 exp(jϕ0) was encoded as an aperture
with an area proportional to transmission a0 where desired phase shift ϕ0 was achieved through
displacement with respect to a regular grating grid. Spatial encoding of complex amplitudes formed
the sub-class of cell-oriented holograms [Dallas 1980]. Later, to overcome the limitations of binary
holograms, development of different gray-scale or phase-only coding schemes proved that the
generated amplitude or phase holograms are capable of reconstructing 3D objects. The amplitude
hologram inevitably reconstructs the zero-order and the twin images, whereas the phase hologram
reconstructs only the object beam. Encoding of only the amplitude or phase information as 2D
arrays of real numbers has allowed for production of point-oriented holograms [Dallas 1980]. These
types of holograms are especially suitable for the modern pixelated SLMs.

Nowadays, holographic imaging highly benefits from the fast computer controllable SLMs with
large throughput and high diffraction efficiency. Liquid crystal based and mirror based devices
constitute the two widely used categories of SLMs [Yaraş et al. 2010]. In the former case, the
amplitude and phase of the light are modulated based on the polarization and refractive index
characteristics of the crystal, respectively. In the latter case, electro-mechanical control of a micro-
mirror array produces the desired amplitude or phase modulation. Besides such devices, in an effort
of producing horizontal parallax only real-time holographic display, acousto-optic modulators have
been also utilized to achieve light modulation through interaction between acoustic waves and
coherent light [St-Hilaire et al. 1990]. Despite the recent developments, there are still two critical
issues related with SLMs. The first issue is that the conventional pixelated SLMs can modulate
only the amplitude or the phase of the incident coherent light. Full complex modulation has been
demonstrated via arrangements including multiple amplitude and phase SLMs [Tudela et al. 2002;
Zhu and Wang 2014] as well as a single SLM with additional optical filters [Liu et al. 2011; van
Putten et al. 2008]. Actually, long before using SLMs, a referenceless hologram was realized by
encoding amplitude and phase information of the complex amplitude in the different layers of
a color photographic film [Chu et al. 1973]. On the other hand, on the computational side, the
Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm has been widely utilized as an effective method to obtain phase-only
holograms, where the phase information is optimized through execution of iterative backward
and forward Fourier or Fresnel transform with constraints applied in the CGH and image planes
[Gerchberg and Saxton 1972; Stoykova et al. 2013]. To improve the computational efficiency and
enable real-time operation, recently several non-iterative approaches have been also proposed that
directly compute phase-only holograms based on, e.g., random phase noise averaging [Buckley
2011], sampled phase-only hologram [Tsang et al. 2016], and patterned phase-only hologram [Tsang
et al. 2017]. The second issue related with SLMs is that CGH encoding using modern SLMs suffers
from the bandwidth limitations imposed by pitch and number of the pixels employed in such
devices. These two critical parameters are still far from the values required to provide wide field of
view and wide viewing angle visualization. The reconstructed objects from the CGHs fed to SLMs
are usually small and must be located at a large distance from the SLM due to the small diffraction
angle, which is limited by the pixel pitch of the SLM, ∆, as θd = 2 sin−1 [λ/(2∆)]. In the case of
static imaging, better quality can be achieved thanks to the small pixel pitches provided, e.g., via
lithography [Igarashi et al. 2018; Matsushima and Nakahara 2009] or by holographic printing on a
silver halide plate [Brotherton-Ratcliffe et al. 2011; Kang et al. 2016b].

Long history of CGH synthesis with contributions from many research groups have resulted in
partially inconsistent terminology. Being aware of this fact, we divide the existing CGH design
methods in 3D imaging into wavefront-based and ray-based methods. The wavefront-based CGH
methods calculate the 3D wave field due to a given object or scene, particularly its 2D distribution
on the hologram plane, by simulating the diffraction process. The group of the wavefront-based
methods mainly relies on scalar wave diffraction and comprises three main categories, which utilize
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point cloud, polygon and layered representations of the 3D scene. All such methods utilize 3D
positional information of the scene. It is either explicitly available, e.g., in the form of a point cloud,
or obtained by some sort of ray tracing for synthetic objects, or extracted from depth estimation
in the case of real objects. On the other hand, the ray-based CGH methods form the hologram
from incoherently captured 2D images of the 3D scene. That is, they rely on geometric (ray) optics
formalism of light and conversion from ray-based representations to wavefront-based holographic
information. The ray-based methods comprise two important categories, which are the holographic
stereogram (HS) and multiple viewpoint projection (MVP) holography. Depending on the capture
setup and encoding scheme, the acquired ray intensities are utilized to generate either a coherent
CGH that includes coherent object field information (e.g., MVP), or its incoherent approximation
(e.g., HS). The following sections discuss wavefront-based and ray-based CGH methods in detail.
Please, refer to Appendix A for a theoretical background on numerical wave propagation algorithms,
which are widely utilized in CGH synthesis.

3 WAVEFRONT-BASED CGH METHODS
The wavefront-based methods simulate optical wave propagation to calculate the 3D wave field due
to a given 3D scene or object illuminated by a coherent light source. With further implementation
of the interference process between the object field and a reference wave, the optical holographic
recording process given in Equation (1) is fully simulated. The preparation of the geometrical 3D
object information is the very first critical step of CGH generation. The object can be a collection
of independent light sources as points or planar segments, or sliced into layers. The dense depth
sampling of the scene can be made e.g., via ray casting or ray tracing.

Both the form of the utilized geometric object information and the accuracy of the adopted diffrac-
tion model are important factors determining the qualitative characteristics (such as reconstructed
image quality, smoothness of parallax, handling of occlusions, etc.) of a given wavefront-based
method. Besides accuracy, the computational complexity of the CGH generation is another key
factor that has been extensively addressed in the CGH literature. We categorize the wavefront-based
methods and discuss the distinctions between various methods under each category based on these
factors. In particular, we divide the wavefront-based methods into three main categories: i) Point
cloud model, ii) Polygon-based model, iii) Layer-based model.

3.1 Point cloud model
General implementation. One of the most widely used object representations is the point cloud

model proposed for the first time by Waters in 1966 [Waters 1966]. According to this model, the
3D object can be represented as a collection of self-emitting point sources of light, which act
independently. The wave emitted from the object is formulated as superposition of spherical waves
corresponding to such point sources, i.e., the complex amplitude on the hologram plane is found as

O(x,y) =
P∑
p=1

Ap

rp
exp(jkrp ), (3)

where Ap = ap exp(jϕp ) gives the wave field emanated by point source p having real-valued

amplitude ap and phase ϕp , rp =
√
(x − xp )2 + (y − yp )2 + z

2
p is the distance between this point

source at (xp,yp, zp ) and the point (x,y, 0) on the hologram plane located at z = 0, P is the total
number of point sources and k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber. It is worth to note that the propagation
model given by Equation (3) corresponds to the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction model without
the obliquity factor (see Equation (A.3) in Appendix A). Considering a unit amplitude plane wave
R(x,y) normally incident on the hologram plane, the interference pattern due to the object field
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given by Equation (3) can be written in the form of bipolar intensity distribution as

ÎH (x,y) =
P∑
p=1

ap

rp
cos

(
2π
λ
rp + ϕp

)
=

P∑
p=1

apT (x,y, xp,yp, zp ). (4)

The point cloud model is the most flexible method for 3D object representation. In the reconstruc-
tion, it creates highly realistic full-parallax color images of 3D objects with arbitrary shapes at high
spatial and angular resolutions. The density of the point sources should satisfy the acuity require-
ment of the human visual system (HVS). That is, the lateral distance between the neighboring object
points subtends an angle of no more than 1/60 degrees at the viewer’s eye positioned at the intended
viewing depth [Born 1999]. This ensures smooth (continuous) perception of surfaces. The point
cloud model is suitable for virtual and real objects; in the latter case, the point cloud is an output of
profilometric or tomographic capture [Stoykova et al. 2013]. It also serves well for generation of
specific types of holograms, such as image-plane hologram [Yamaguchi and Yoshikawa 2011] and
cylindrical hologram [Yamaguchi et al. 2007]. Furthermore, it allows for parallel processing and
utilization of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and graphics processing units (GPUs) as well
as clusters of these devices [Jackin et al. 2018]. The memory allocated for implementation of the
point cloud method contains only the 3D scene data and the output hologram.

x
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CGH

Nx

Ny

(b)
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z
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Nx

Ny

(a)

p

Fig. 3. Point cloud model for CGH generation: (a) object-oriented approach with ray-tracing from a fixed set
of object points to the CGH samples; (b) image-oriented approach with ray-casting from the CGH samples
and forming different sets of point sources for different parts of the CGH.

Many authors refer to the point cloud method as a ray-oriented, ray-tracing or coherent ray-
tracing method [Ichikawa et al. 2013a; Waters 1966; Wei et al. 2016], since all possible rays between
a point source and a hologram sample are traced in the hologram calculation. The CGH in the point
cloud method consists of overlapping Fresnel zone plates, i.e., T (x,y, xp,yp, zp ), p = 1, 2, . . . , P .
In the basic implementation, the object-oriented or object order approach propagates the complex
amplitudes from a fixed set of point sources representing the 3D scene to the points on the hologram
plane (see Figure 3(a)). This straightforward implementation has difficulties in modeling the view-
dependent image quality factors such as occlusion and parallax, and view-dependent shading. For
instance, in an approximate occlusion culling method implemented in [Chen and Wilkinson 2009],
the visibility of each point source from each hologram sampling location is determined based on
an approximate visibility formula. Those points that are found to be occluded are then discarded in
the CGH calculation. On the other hand, in the image-oriented or image order approach, illustrated
in Figure 3(b), the CG techniques such as ray casting and ray tracing are employed to better handle
all such view-dependent factors. In [Zhang et al. 2011], the CG ray-casting technique is used for
hidden surface removal. The rays are cast from each sample of the hologram within the diffraction
angle determined by the hologram sampling. For each hologram sample, a set of visible points
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are determined. Such an approach is very effective for expressing the occlusion effect. The ray
casting approach introduced in [Ichikawa et al. 2013a] utilizes a coarser viewpoint sampling on
the hologram plane. The hologram is divided into a set of elemental hologram segments and the
center of each segment is chosen to be a viewpoint to cast rays within the diffraction angle of the
hologram. The angular resolution of rays cast from each viewpoint is set to satisfy the requirement
of visual acuity. The developed approach is able to express a combination of image properties
such as shading, shadowing, multi-reflection and refraction. There are several other methods, e.g.,
proposed before in [Smithwick et al. 2010] and later in [Zhang et al. 2015], that are very similar to
the ray casting introduced in [Ichikawa et al. 2013a]. The common feature of all such methods is
that the view-dependent intensity of the scene is sampled on a regular grid on the hologram plane
together with depth information for each back projected ray. The coherent wave contribution of
each point to each segment is then calculated based on the knowledge of positional and amplitude
information. In [Ichikawa et al. 2013b], such an approach builds a CGH for a Fourier transform
optical system to enlarge the field of view. Especially for scenes including multiple 3D objects, a
multi-plane occlusion processing by means of multiple point cloud sampling planes is proposed
in [Jia et al. 2014]. The occlusion culling is achieved based on the orthographic projections along
differently orientated sampling planes. After hidden surface removal, the projected images are
back-projected to the object domain and then conventional point cloud model is used for CGH
synthesis.

The image-oriented approach is actually a sampling process, where the positional and/or view-
dependent intensity information of a 3D object is sampled from different viewpoints as traced on
the hologram plane. It is most likely that for each viewpoint, a different set of object points are
sampled. As a consequence of that, the coherent wave contribution of a sampled point source is not
fully represented on the entire hologram plane. Thus, although image-oriented approaches provide
an efficient way of expressing view-dependent quality factors of the CGHs as discussed above, this
sampling issue should be noted as their main drawback, which needs to be further addressed.

Acceleration methods. The high computational complexity of the point cloud model is its main
drawback. Implementation of Equation (4) requires αPNxNy operations, where α is the number of
the executed arithmetic operations for calculation of a cosine, square root, additions and multipli-
cations and Nx × Ny is the size of the CGH [Shimobaba et al. 2009]. Since the representation of
solid shapes needs extremely fine sampling, the computation time can be unacceptable in some
cases. Therefore, development of accelerated computation has become an integral part of the
implementation of this model. The pros and cons of the recently advanced methods for accelerated
point-cloud based computation are thoroughly analyzed in [Tsang et al. 2018].
A straightforward way to accelerate hologram computation is to encode the view-dependent

properties only in the horizontal direction resulting in so-called horizontal-parallax-only (HPO)
holograms. By this way, an order of magnitude acceleration can be achieved [Lucente 1994; Plesniak
et al. 2006]. In [Juárez-Pérez et al. 1997] the four-point symmetry of the Fresnel kernel is utilized to
accelerate the computation by a factor of 4. In [Matsushima and Takai 2000] recurrence formulas
are derived to accelerate computation of the depth-related phase.
An effective acceleration method is to compute the possible contributions of (unit-amplitude)

point sources, i.e., separate terms in Equation (4), off-line and store them in a look-up-table (LUT).
The composed LUT stores precalculated unit amplitude 2D fringe patterns, T (x,y, xp,yp, zp ), p =
1, 2, . . . , P for all possible object points. In addition, the phases ϕp are set to zero for all points
[Lucente 1993]. Computation of the CGH requires again PNxNy loops but with only one addition
and one multiplication for each loop. If the memory attributed to store one pixel of a fringe pattern
corresponding to an object point isM∆, the memory requirement for the LUT storage isM∆PNxNy ,
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which is in the range of terabytes. Therefore, despite accelerated computation, the computational
complexity remains to be high.
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CGH
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zp

principal fringe pattern
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the NLUT method (a) and generation of the principal fringe pattern for a
given depth (b).

A novel LUT (NLUT) method is proposed in [Kim and Kim 2008] with substantially reduced
number of precalculated fringes. The method slices the object by using a set of planes located
at different depths along the z-axis (see Figure 4). A plane at a given depth zp contains a certain
number of point light sources, but only the so-called unit amplitude principle 2D fringe pattern,
T (x,y, 0, 0, zp ), corresponding to the point source at the center of the plane is precalculated and
stored. The fringe patterns of the other light sources on the plane are found by shifting the principle
fringe in the hologram plane. The size of the principal fringe pattern is large enough to enable
shifts for all possible points. The CGH is obtained by summation of all shifted fringes in all planes,
and the memory size is reduced to gigabytes. The NLUT method is based on the shift-invariance of
the fringe patterns for points (assigned to be) at the same depth. For holographic video, removing
points that do not change in consecutive images and generating CGHs for the residual images
is proposed in [Kim et al. 2008b]. Compression efficiency depends on the speed of the objects
motion and the method becomes ineffective, if the residual image contains more than 50% of the
points in the original images. Higher compression is achieved through evaluation of displacements
of objects between two consecutive images along the x-axis and y-axis and then utilization of
the estimated motion vectors for motion compensation [Kim et al. 2013]. The drawbacks of this
approach are the need for segmentation of the 3D scene for accurate estimation of motion vectors
and the decrease of accuracy of this estimation for faster moving objects. Complexity of the task
increases for a 3D scene consisting of objects moving at different speeds. For improving the accuracy
of motion estimation and compensation, an MPEG-based algorithm is developed in [Dong et al.
2014a] that removes temporal redundancy of the object data. As the data extraction relies not on
estimation but on a mathematical model of the 3D scene, the algorithm shows excellent performance
when there is more than 50% difference between the points in consecutive images. Because of
the shift-invariance property in the lateral direction, the MPEG-based method is not effective for
objects with large depth variation. To enable motion compensation in the z-direction, a thin lens
property of the Fresnel zone plate is used in [Dong et al. 2014b] to achieve shift-invariance in the z-
direction by multiplying two zone plates corresponding to different depths. The result is 3D motion
compensation. Compression of the object data for encoding in a set of CGHs by various algorithms
is a preprocessing step in NLUT CGH synthesis [Kwon et al. 2016]. For real-time synthesis of
a set of CGHs, the composed LUTs need the usage of FPGAs or GPUs [Kwon et al. 2016]. This
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requires ensuring software and memory compatibility with the GPU structure, which is achieved
by implementing an object tracking mask method. Further improvement of the NLUT method by
decomposing the 2D principal fringe patterns into a set of one-dimensional (1D) sub-principal
fringe patterns is proposed in [Kim et al. 2012]. Generation of a full-color CGH by using tunable
NLUT is developed in [Kim et al. 2015].

The split LUT (SLUT) approach proposed in [Pan et al. 2009] builds separate LUTs for modulation
factors along the x-axis and y-axis at a given depth. Under the assumption of a small size of
the reconstructed image compared to the distance between the scene and the hologram, the
contributions T (x,y, xp,yp, zp ) of point sources in Equation (4) can be written as a multiplicatively
separable function, i.e., as a product of two terms depending on (x − xp ) and (y − yp ), respectively.
This allows decreasing the memory usage and computation time in comparison with the ordinary
LUT approach. For a line along the y-axis with n point sources, the number of loops for the CGH
synthesis decreases from nNxNy to nNy + NxNy [Pan et al. 2009]. The method is further evolved
by introducing basic 1D modulation light factors based on the Fraunhofer approximation [Jia et al.
2013] and composing the so-called compressed LUT (CLUT). The SLUT and CLUT are used for
accelerated computing of a gigabyte hologram by applying several GPUs controlled by a CPU
and CUDA architecture with a dynamic parallelism in [Zhang et al. 2016b]. The authors admit
that using a GPU is much more effective for processing floating type data. Although the SLUT
method demonstrates substantial acceleration for regularly sampled objects such as planar images,
it is not that effective for arbitrarily sampled objects and large size holograms. An improved LUT
method for the case of arbitrarily sampled 3D objects is developed in [Wei et al. 2016], where
a distance-dependent phase factor, exp(jkrp ), is introduced and the LUTs of precomputed phase
values of successive slices of the 3D object are built. An acceleration method, which takes advantage
of the concentric redundancy of the Fresnel zone plate created by a point light source on the CGH
plane, is proposed in [Lee et al. 2016; Nishitsuji et al. 2012; Su et al. 2016]. The method calculates
the distribution of the complex amplitude along a single radial line of a zone plate corresponding
to a given depth, where the length of the line is limited based on the maximum diffraction angle.
In [Nishitsuji et al. 2012] this is done by recurrent formulas derived from the relation of adjacent
phases. Fast CG technique is developed for drawing a discrete circle in order to roll the calculated
line and to form a zone plate. The zone plates are stored in a LUT. The stored plate for a given depth
is translated correspondingly to positions of other point sources in the same plane. The developed
CG algorithm requires random memory access and is prone to errors. This drawback is removed in
[Nishitsuji et al. 2015]. In [Su et al. 2016] CG is also used to roll the complex amplitude distribution
along a line around the center of the zone plate, whereas in [Lee et al. 2016] a point source CGH is
calculated by linear interpolation. The effects of sampling along the radial line and interpolation
on the quality of reconstruction are also studied in [Lee et al. 2016]. Numerical simulations prove
efficiency of the approach. Further 10 to 20 times compression of the LUT corresponding to the
radial symmetry interpolation method is proposed in [Jiao et al. 2017] by using principal component
analysis.
In [Yamaguchi and Yoshikawa 2011], acceleration of computation is achieved via image-plane

holography, where the location of the 3D object is near the hologram and a given point light
source on the object surface contributes to a small spatial window on the CGH plane within the
diffraction angle supported by the hologram (see Figure 5(a)). The computational complexity is
given by O(αP(R/∆)2), where R is the average radius of such windows [Shimobaba and Ito 2017].
The drawback of this method is that the reconstruction, which corresponds to an image-plane
hologram, is located in the vicinity of the hologram plane. It is advanced in [Shimobaba et al.
2009] to reconstruct holograms in the Fresnel region by introducing a wavefront recording plane
(WRP) close to the 3D objects (see Figure 5(b)). The complex amplitude of the wavefront due
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Fig. 5. Computation of an image plane CGH (a) and acceleration of computation by using a wavefront
recording plane (b).

to point cloud is calculated at this plane. The wave field due to each point source cover a small
area on the WRP (limited by the maximum diffraction angle) and this decreases the number of
hologram sampling points taken into consideration. The complex amplitude at the CGH plane is
found by Fresnel transform of the complex amplitude on the WRP. For Nx = Ny , the computational
complexity is evaluated to be O(αP(R/∆)2) +O(βN 2

x logNx ), where β is the number of arithmetic
operations in fast Fourier transform (FFT). For large P the first term dominates. The LUT and
WRP methods are combined in [Shimobaba et al. 2010]. The LUT is applied for calculation of the
complex amplitude on the WRP plane. Additional acceleration is achieved by using a GPU for
propagation from the WRP to the plane of the hologram. Real-time synthesis of a large hologram
by GPU implementation of the WRP method is reported in [Weng et al. 2012]. Using multiple WRP
planes is proposed in [Phan et al. 2014] for reconstruction of deep scenes. Change of intensity at a
single object point affects the whole hologram. Real-time relightening of the reconstructed image
without CGH recalculation is proposed in [Tsang et al. 2012] by applying intensity modulation
to the WRP. The GPU implementation of this method provides generation of 2K×2K hologram
for less than 20 ms. Generation of the WRP directly from a planar intensity image with a Fresnel
kernel is proposed in [Tsang and Poon 2015]. The depth related resampling of the WRP encodes
the 3D information. The method enables generation of large holograms (2K×2K pixels) of dense
objects with rich texture at 100 frames per second. Two WRPs located in front of the objects are
used. In [Okada et al. 2014], a discrete set of depths is used with introduction of several WRPs
across the point cloud. Backward and forward propagation are utilized. In [Symeonidou et al. 2015],
a set of multiple WRPs that slice the point cloud is introduced. This allows choosing the closest
WRP for a given point source and to minimize the corresponding spatial support on the WRP for
that source. The backward and forward propagation kernels are stored in LUTs for a discrete set
of depths. Gaussian interpolation in WRPs blurs the discrete points to simulate propagation of a
smooth wavefront surface to the CGH plane. Inverse Gaussian filters mask the occluded points. In
[Symeonidou et al. 2018], a Phong illumination model is incorporated in the precomputed LUTs for
creation of photorealistic reconstruction. At fixed number of WRPs with predetermined distances
between them, the computation time varies depending on the distribution of points in the point
cloud. Automatic optimization of the number and locations of WRPs is proposed in [Hasegawa
et al. 2017]. A wavelet shrinkage method, which is named as WASABI, is proposed and applied in
[Arai et al. 2017; Shimobaba and Ito 2017] to represent the complex amplitudes with a few wavelet
coefficients for faster computation [Gilles et al. 2016]. Additional acceleration of computation on
GPU with a factor of 30 over conventional approach and improvement of quality of reconstruction
compared to WASABI method is reported in [Blinder and Schelkens 2018] by using a sparse basis
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representation in the short-time Fourier space. Analysis of the WRP implementation with a single
plane or multiple planes is made in [Tsang and Poon 2016].

The so-called phase-added stereogram (PAS) approach, first proposed in [Yamaguchi et al. 1993],
accelerates the computation of a CGH by sampling the directional information through approxima-
tion of the spherical wavefronts of the point sources with a set of planar wavefront patches. The first
step in PAS computation is partitioning of the hologram intoM ×N equal size square segments, i.e.,
holographic elements (hogels), with S × S pixels. The contribution of point p from the point cloud
to the segment (m,n),m = 1, 2, . . . ,M ;n = 1, 2, . . . ,N with a central point at (xmn

c ,y
mn
c ) is given by

the 2D complex sinusoid of (Ap/rp ) exp(jΦmn
p ) exp[j2π (umn

p x ′+vmn
p y ′)], where (x ′,y ′) are the local

spatial coordinates defined with respect to (xmn
c ,y

mn
c ). The spatial frequencies (umn

p ,v
mn
p ) of this

sinusoid are constant across the segment at a given wavelength and are found with respect to the
segment central point. The phase of the sinusoid, Φmn

p = ϕp + kr
mn
p , is a sum of the phase ϕp of the

wave due to the point p and a phase related to the distance rmn
p between the point p and the central

segment point. The distance related phase is added to match the wavefronts of the plane waves
diffracted from all segments. The segment size, S∆ × S∆, where ∆ is the pixel size at the hologram
plane, should be small enough to well approximate the spherical wavefront emitted by the point p
with a plane wave across the segment. The fringe pattern across a segment due to all object points is
a superposition of 2D complex sinusoids and can be calculated by a single inverse Fourier transform
of the spectrum of the segment built by placing the complex amplitudes of the sinusoids to their lo-
cations in the spatial frequency domain. Accelerated computation of the hologram requires applying
inverse FFT at the expense of quantization in the frequencies of complex sinusoids. Especially for
small size segments, the quantization of frequencies can strongly reduce the reconstruction quality
due to resulting inaccurate light steering. Over the years, different improvements of the PAS method
have been proposed. The first improvement is the compensated phase-added stereogram (CPAS)
algorithm [Kang et al. 2007], which improves the steering by phase compensation introduced to all
sinusoids. The compensation contains the difference between the spatial frequencies in the contin-
uous and the discrete domains. The CPAS provides better reconstruction in comparison to that of
the PAS with FFT practically without increase of the calculation time. To satisfy the controversial
requirements set on the segment size, the accurate PAS (APAS) is developed in [Kang et al. 2008a].
The idea is to calculate the FFT in a larger area than the segment and to increase resolution in the
sampled spatial frequency domain. The hologram segment is obtained by truncation. The later accu-
rate compensated PAS (ACPAS) combines both improvements by merging phase compensation and
directional error reduction into a single step [Kang et al. 2008b] and produces higher quality recon-
structions compared to the previous versions. The fast PAS (FPAS) proposed in [Kang et al. 2016a],
applies better phase compensation to ACPAS, where the point p contributes to the segment (m,n)
by (Ap/rp ) exp

(
jΦmn

p

)
exp

[
j2π

(
umn
p x ′ +vmn

p y ′
)]

exp
{
j2π

[
umn
p

(
xmn
c − xp

)
+vmn

p
(
ymn
c − yp

) ] }
.

Since the FPAS demonstrates finer beam steering than the other PAS approximations, it provides
higher peak intensity and larger peak signal-to-noise ratio in calculating the Fresnel zone plates
corresponding to point sources. The recent work overlapp-add stereogram (OLAS) [Padmanaban
et al. 2019] uses similar phase compensation to PAS, but unlike in all abovementioned methods,
the segments are chosen to be overlapping with single pixel shift. By this way depth-independent
high resolution reconstructions are achieved, which is advantageous for deep 3D scenes where
the optimal hogel size of conventional PAS methods usually depends on depth. The phase com-
pensated stereogram methods combine well with the ray casting approach, and thus, they allow
implementation of visibility tests for handling occlusions.
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3.2 Polygon-based model
General description. The other popular model in CGH computation is polygonal representation of

3D objects. Representation of object surface with light sources of planar primitives is the basis for
polygon-based models [Leseberg and Frère 1988; Tommasi and Bianco 1993]. In the polygon-based
3D model, the non-planar object is given by a mesh of P light sources with a polygonal shape (e.g.,
triangle). Each polygon represents an aperture that becomes a source of the object wave field and
the wave fields from all polygons are superposed at the plane of the hologram; that is why this
method is characterized as a field-oriented approach in [Matsushima and Nakahara 2009].

xg

yg

zg

Local coordinates

Global 
coordinates

CGH

xl

yl

zl
Q

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the polygon-based CGH computation approach, where the hologram
plane is placed at zд = 0 with respect to the global coordinate system and a local coordinate system is utilized
on each polygon.

Over the last fifteen years two types of polygon-based CGH algorithms have emerged that are
classified as numerical and analytical. In both approaches, a global coordinate system (xд,yд, zд) is
introduced with the hologram located in the (xд,yд, zд = 0) plane (see Figure 6). The object field at
the hologram plane is found by summing up the wave fields produced by all P polygons:

O(xд,yд, zд = 0) =
P∑
p=1

U p (xд,yд, zд = 0). (5)

In both approaches the polygon fields, U p (xд,yд, zд = 0), p = 1, 2, . . . , P , are calculated by the
angular spectrum method (ASM), see Equation (A.4) in Appendix A, but the angular spectra of the
polygons are computed in a different manner. For this purpose, a local coordinate system (xl ,yl , zl )
is defined on the given polygon with a zl -axis oriented along its normal and the polygon located at
(xl ,yl , zl = 0) plane. This system is unique for each polygon. As the polygon plane is tilted with
respect to the hologram plane, the formulas describing propagation of a wave field between parallel
planes are not directly applicable to the synthesis of a CGH. Rotational transformation is required
to relate the plane of a polygon to a plane parallel to the hologram [Matsushima 2008; Matsushima
et al. 2003].
Considering an arbitrary point Q as shown Figure 6, the relation between its global and local

position vectors ®rд and ®rl , respectively, can be defined through rotation and translation as [Park
2017]

®rl = R®rд + ®t ; ®rl =

xl
yl
zl

 , ®rд =

xд
yд
zд

 , ®t =

tx
ty
tz

 , R =

®nTxl
®nTyl
®nTzl

 , (6)

where R is a 3× 3 rotation matrix with rows denoting the representation of unit vectors of the local
coordinate in the global system and ®t is a translation vector. Please note that the polygon index p is
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omitted in the formulas for convenience. The relation between the angular spectra of the wave
field on the planes (xд,yд, zд = 0) and (xl ,yl , zl = 0), i.e., Gд(uд,vд) and Gl (ul ,vl ), respectively,
can be obtained as [Park 2017]

Gд(uд,vд) =
wl

wд
Gl (ul ,vl ) exp[j2π (ul tx +vl ty +wl tz )], (7)

wherewl =
√
(1/λ)2 − u2l −v2

l andwд =

√
(1/λ)2 − u2д −v2

д . The Fourier transforms of the angular
spectra of all polygons then give the corresponding object fieldsU p (xд,yд, zд = 0), p = 1, 2, . . . , P .

Numerical approach. In the numerical algorithm, a complex function called a property or surface
function describes each polygon. The amplitude of this function gives the polygon shape and texture.
The phase distribution describes the reflection model, e.g., a random phase can be introduced on
each surface function [Matsushima 2005a] to create diffuseness and hence to ensure a wide viewing
angle for the polygon. Effective numerical implementation of ASM requires double FFT. The first
FFT is executed on a regular sampling grid in the local coordinate system to find the angular
spectrum of each surface function. Usage of FFT entails remapping of Fourier coefficients for
each polygon when going from the tilted polygon to the global coordinate system. This is due
to the rotational transformation, which introduces a shift of the spectrum in the Fourier domain
corresponding to the rotated coordinate system and may require interpolation to ensure regular
sampling grid in the spatial frequency domain after rotation [Matsushima et al. 2003]. This grid
is unique for each polygon, because it is composed according to the geometry of the polygon
with respect to the hologram plane. Compensation of the shift in order to place the spectrum
into the origin of the rotated system is equivalent to forcing the emitted light to propagate in
the direction of zд-axis. This procedure combined with resampling and bilinear interpolation in
the Fourier space is called remapping. Computing the contribution from a single polygon field
takes more time than computing a spherical wave from a point source. Nevertheless, the polygonal
model offers substantially faster CGH synthesis due to much smaller number of polygons required
to represent the object in comparison to the number of point sources in the point cloud model.
Therefore, the method is appropriate for synthesis of CGHs of large objects. Remapping is the
most computationally extensive step in this FFT-based approach. According to the estimation in
[Matsushima 2006], it can take up to 44% of the CPU time. Parallel computation with advanced
computing hardware can accelerate the numerical algorithm [Ahrenberg et al. 2006]. Numerical
propagation of the wave fields requires storing the complex functions as 2D arrays with the size of
the hologram, and hence, restricts the number of pixels in the CGH. Solution to this problem is
proposed in [Matsushima and Nakahara 2009] by partitioning the hologram into segments.

Numerical implementation of the polygon-based approach is highly suitable for CGHs providing
photorealistic reconstruction. A complex function expressing brightness, surface roughness and
illumination conditions characterizes each polygon. Including the object surface properties in
the algorithm does not slow down the hologram computation [Lee et al. 2014]. A hidden-surface
removal algorithm is demonstrated in [Matsushima 2005b] where a brightness model of the planar
surfaces is proposed for introducing desired shading. The idea is based on using a silhouette mask.
The method imitates the phenomenon of seeing the light coming from the front surface of the
object, O(x,y), and the background field that is not blocked by the object. The latter is found by
using a binary mask,M(x,y), which is zero inside the silhouette of the object and unity otherwise.
The plane (x,y) coincides with the maximal cross-section of the object for a given viewing direction.
Then, for a background wave field, b(x,y), the observed field isM(x,y)b(x,y) +O(x,y). This field
is propagated to the hologram plane for the given viewing direction. For multiple objects, the
masking procedure is applied to each object and is called object-by-object shielding. It requires
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low computational costs and is highly appropriate for processing of mutual occlusions. However,
this procedure fails in treating self-occlusions when some parts of an object shield its other parts.
To avoid occlusion errors in the case of concave surfaces, the silhouette method is applied to
polygons themselves and so is transformed into polygon-by-polygon light shielding. The latter is
robust, but is very time-consuming due to the requirement of propagating the wave fields given
byM(x,y)b(x,y) +O(x,y) for each polygon, where the surface area of polygons are much smaller
than the area occupied by the whole wavefront. Acceleration of calculation for the polygon-by-
polygon method is proposed in [Matsushima et al. 2014] by developing a switch-back technique
that considers each polygon as a silhouette-shaped aperture.

The polygon-based model facilitates modeling of reflectance distributions by encoding them into
the phase of the property function. As in CG, the ratio between the specular and diffuse reflection
varies for each object material. Different CG reflection models such as the Phong reflection model,
the Cook-Torrance reflection model and others are applied. A method based on Blinn and Torrance-
Sparrow reflectionmodels in CG is proposed in [Yamaguchi and Sakamoto 2009] to express reflection
distributions, which correspond to arbitrary illuminations, and to include background reflections,
which occur when metallic or mirror surfaces are present in the object. This study continues in
[Yamaguchi et al. 2011b] by analysis of how the surface roughness affects the reflection distributions.
An accurate but time-consuming description of reflectance distributions in CGHs is provided in
[Ichikawa et al. 2011] by using a finite difference time-domain method. The Phong reflection model
is used in [Nishi et al. 2011] with emphasis on fast computation for synthesizing a high-definition
CGH. Because the bandwidth of the spectrum for a specular surface is narrower than the spectrum
for a diffusely reflecting surface, the surface function of each polygon is modified in accordance with
the Phong model to render specular surfaces. The holograms for reflected images are computed and
applied as property functions in [Cho et al. 2015]. Methods for reduction of phase mismatches on
the boundaries in the polygonal mesh are also proposed [Im et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2010]. To remove
angular appearance of the object surface during reconstruction, a smooth shading is proposed
in [Yamaguchi et al. 2011a] by expressing a patch as a curved surface. A CGH of size 8K × 4K
is calculated in [Yamamoto et al. 2010] by directly applying CG rendering techniques in case of
illumination by a point light source and ambient light.

Analytical approach. Analytical computation of the polygons’ spectra can strongly accelerate
the polygon-based method. In case of a triangular mesh, the angular spectrum of an arbitrary size
and orientation triangle is related to the angular spectrum of a unit-amplitude reference triangle
through affine transformation [Ahrenberg et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2008a]. The 3D object is a mesh
of triangles and the angular spectra of the wave fields coming from them are computed without
performing FFTs in the local coordinate systems. All computations are performed analytically in
the continuous domain in the global coordinate system. A uniform sampling grid is used only in the
hologram plane, where a single FFT is executed to transform the sum of the angular spectra from
the triangular mesh to the object wave field at the hologram plane. No remapping is required in
the analytical method, which makes it potentially very fast for CGH synthesis. The fully analytical
approach with flat amplitude distributions is derived in [Ahrenberg et al. 2008] by using a right
triangle as a reference. A carrier plane wave illuminates each triangle and it reconstructs a wave
field with uniform amplitude depending on the illumination direction and the normal vector to its
surface. Accuracy of formulas derived in [Ahrenberg et al. 2008] is analyzed and improved in [Pan
et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2013, 2018]. Practically concurrently with Ahrenberg et.al., a semi-analytic
model of a wave field emitted by a 3D triangular mesh is introduced in [Kim et al. 2008a]. The
angular spectrum of an arbitrary triangle is calculated at the direction of the illumination given
by a carrier plane wave through representing the triangle as a sum of two right triangles. Surface
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diffuseness is also included in the model by dividing each triangle in the local coordinate system
into a set ofm(m − 1)/2 similar small triangles with different amplitudes and phases of the complex
wave field, wherem is an integer number. The angular spectrum of each triangle is found as a sum
of the spectra of the wave fields emitted by this set ofm(m − 1)/2 smaller triangles, exploiting
their similarity for acceleration of computation. A ray-tracing approach is applied for searching
hidden triangles to express the occlusion effect. The final CGH is composed as an angular spectrum
CGH and the FFT at the hologram plane is avoided by using a Fourier transform optical system
for reconstruction. A fully analytical approach is proposed in [Liu et al. 2010], which expresses
directly the complex amplitude at the hologram plane through the Fourier spectra of the wave fields
emitted by the separate triangles in a triangular mesh model. Under certain approximations, the
Fourier spectra relate the hologram plane to a specially devised frequency domain. They are found
analytically by using a reference right triangle and the CGH is computed without FFT. A phase
adjustment is made to avoid visualizing the edges of the triangular mesh in reconstruction due to the
difference in the flat amplitude distributions in the triangles with abutting boundaries. Expressing
the light beam emitted by an arbitrary triangle through transformation of a precalculated object
beam emitted by a basic triangle is described in [Hosoyachi et al. 2013]. Calculation of the CGH
there relies only on transformations in the spatial domain. Recording the basic beam on a plane
requires a lot of memory due to the high density of fringes far away from the center of the plane.
Its recording on a spherical surface is proposed to decrease the memory [Hosoyachi et al. 2013].

The issue of the expressiveness for the analytical or semi-analytical polygon-based approach is
not as straightforward as for its numerical counterpart. First, analytical calculation of the angular
spectra entails flat shading of the triangles in the 3D mesh and inevitable visualization of the mesh
edges at reconstruction. Solution to this problem is proposed in [Park et al. 2015] by introducing a
spatially varying amplitude in each triangle. Three different amplitude values are assigned to the
vertices of a given triangle in accordance with the illumination direction and the normal vectors of
the vertices that are provided by the used software for modeling the 3D object or through averaging
the normal vectors to the plane of the neighboring triangles. The amplitude inside the triangle is
found by an interpolation formula. Introduction of texture mapping to the fully analytical method is
made in [Lim et al. 2013] by expanding the surface function inside the triangle into a Fourier series.
The angular spectrum of the textured triangle is found as a weighted sum of analytically computed
angular spectra with Fourier series coefficients as weights. The drawback is the significant amount
of increase in computation time due to the requirement of taking many coefficients for better
expressiveness. Holographic reconstruction from the textured polygon-based CGH is analyzed
in [Lee et al. 2014] for improved semi-analytic approach. This is done by expressing the texture
function as a Fourier series and composing a shift-invariant form for the textured angular spectrum
at the hologram plane through some mathematical approximation of the formula for the angular
spectrum of the unit amplitude triangle. This allows applying convolution and acceleration of
computations. The drawback is reconstruction quality degradation for triangles highly inclined
with respect to the hologram plane because of approximations [Lee et al. 2014]. The method is tested
for the semi-analytic approach developed in [Kim et al. 2008a]. The semi-analytic algorithm for
synthesis of the amplitude spectrum CGH for adaptive view direction change is further developed
in [Cho et al. 2012]. Encoding of arbitrary angular reflectance distribution for the fully analytical
approach is proposed in [Yeom and Park 2016] by relying on the fact that the angular spectra of
a triangle in the global and local coordinate systems depend on the carrier wave or illumination
direction. This is used to accumulate angular spectra of one and the same unit amplitude triangle
corresponding to different carrier waves. Accumulation is based on a narrow diffraction angle
around each carrier wave. Each angular spectrum is accumulated at a given diffracted intensity
and a phase bias to compose the desired reflectance distribution. It is proved that it is possible to
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introduce an approximated convolution approach, which avoids unnecessary separate computation
of many spectra. In [Ji et al. 2016], a texture mapping method is developed without Fourier series
expansion of the surface function, where each triangle is adaptively divided into smaller triangles
with uniform amplitudes according to the texture mapping function. Similarity relations facilitate
fast calculation of the angular spectra of the small triangles. Occlusion processing in the angular
spectrum frequency domain for the fully analytical method is proposed in [Askari et al. 2017]. The
occluded parts of the triangles are found by applying convolution in the hologram plane between
the global angular spectrum of the rear triangles and the current triangle. The main advantage of
the method is the convolution operation performed in the hologram plane. The result is blocking
of the light waves from the rear triangles in the tilted planes of these triangles contrary to the
silhouette mask approach that stops the light waves from the planes parallel to the hologram. This
makes the method free from oblique angle artifacts [Askari et al. 2017].

3.3 Layer-based representation
The CGH synthesis can be highly accelerated by arranging the object data on planes. Such idea is
implemented in [Bayraktar and Özcan 2010] by slicing a 3D object with a set of planar layers at
equidistant depths parallel to the hologram plane. Each layer contains non-zero data for the visible
object part and zeros for the invisible part (see Figure 7). The CGH is a sum of contributions from all
layers obtained by using the Fresnel diffraction formula, convolution approach or ASM [Bayraktar
and Özcan 2010; Trester 2000; Zhao et al. 2015]. CGH synthesis based on multiple fractional Fourier
transforms is also proposed in [Zheng et al. 2009]. To obtain reconstruction quality close to that
of the point cloud model, the number of layers should be rather large. Although the layer-based
method has less computational complexity and operates with less amount of input data, its basic
form can be applied only to diffusive Lambertian surfaces and provides a very narrow viewing
zone around the viewing angle normal to the parallel layers.

z z1
z2

zn z1 z2 zn...
...

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of a layer-based CGH synthesis by cutting the 3D object with a set of planes
parallel to the hologram plane and taking contribution from the visible parts of the object in each plane for a
given viewing point.

To overcome the limitations in the basic implementation of the layer-based model, a multi-view
layer-based CGH synthesis is proposed in [Chen et al. 2014]. The model is applied to the point
cloud of a 3D object and a multiview rendering of the object is performed for fast computation
of a full parallax CGH with occlusion and view-dependent shading. Accordingly, the point cloud
is sliced with different set of layers for each viewing point. Angular tiling is used to display
holograms calculated for the different viewpoints. The backward-forward propagation with a
Ping-Pong algorithm [Dorsch et al. 1994] is used to deal with occlusions. In the first version of
the developed algorithm, each considered point is projected to the nearest layer. For each layer,
the diffraction pattern is calculated, and the patterns obtained for all layers are summed up in the
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plane of the CGH. Optical reconstruction of points only on the layers creates a depth error for
the objects points outside layers. This error is not expected to cause a serious degradation in the
perceived reconstructed image, if the distance between consecutive layers is not more than the
depth discrimination threshold of the HVS. An improved version of the method is proposed in
[Chen and Chu 2015] by projecting the object point to the two closest layers located behind and
in front of it with amplitude values determined by depth from defocus fused 3D method. Thus,
the depth error is eliminated for observation direction coinciding with alignment direction of the
layers, and the computation is four times faster [Chen and Chu 2015]. Composing a CGH from
elemental holograms, which are calculated by the layer-based approach, is proposed in [Zhang
et al. 2016a]. A separate set of planar layers is built within the viewing frustum of each elemental
hologram. The so-called classification method for rapid sorting of points in a point cloud into the
layers is introduced in [Su et al. 2016]. The sorting is made with an occlusion mask; the mask being
filled with the points for the first layer is updated by removing the occluded points in the next
layer and by adding all new points. A layer-based algorithm with rendering for a single viewpoint
is developed in [Zhang et al. 2017] for synthesis of a 3D full parallax CGH with occlusion effects. A
slab-based orthographic projection is used for slicing the 3D object. These projections are produced
also between adjacent layers to create data for occlusion processing by performing silhouette mask
culling for each layer. The complex wave field on each layer is propagated to hologram plane via
ASM. Angular spectrum layer-based algorithm is used in [Zhao et al. 2016] to generate CGHs for
layers at different depths. The CGHs are combined into groups to be exposed on the SLM by time-
division multiplexing to increase the space-bandwidth product of reconstruction. In [Gilles et al.
2016], after slicing the 3D scene into layers parallel to the plane of the hologram, light is propagated
from one layer to another. Shielding is performed using a point cloud approach and a threshold
criterion to determine the number of points. The final CGH is obtained through propagation of the
complex field on the layer nearest to the hologram. No visibility test is required for this technique to
process occlusions. Fast computation of a CGH from a layer-based based model by using sparse FFT
for calculation of diffraction is proposed in [Kim and Ro 2017]. Further development is proposed
in [Jia et al. 2018] for the case of layers having a lot of zero-valued pixels due to occlusion effects.
The developed two-step algorithm takes into consideration of only non-zero values and applies a
sub-sparse 2D FFT calculation through performing two one-dimensional FFTs.

4 RAY-BASED CGH METHODS
Unlike wave-based techniques, the ray-based CGHs do not require knowledge about the geometric
description of the scene. Instead, they rely solely on the captured intensity images of the scene
under incoherent (white) light illumination. As incoherent holography approaches, the ray-based
methods constitute an important category of CGH by enabling generation of holograms of still or
dynamic real life scenes without requiring strict coherent illumination conditions and complex
optical setups that should be immune to vibrations. Incoherent holography has also inspired some
approaches in digital holography, such as optical scanning holography [T.-C. Poon et al. 1996]
and Fresnel incoherent correlation holography [Rosen and Brooker 2007]. These methods utilize
self-interference based and scanning based structured illumination techniques, respectively, which
enable speckle free reconstructions [Liu et al. 2018]. Here we consider two categories of ray-based
CGH methods, namely, HS and MVP holography, as incoherent holography techniques that utilize
incoherently captured intensity images of the scenes in encoding the corresponding holograms.

4.1 Holographic stereogram
HSs can be either recorded optically by means of interference or calculated numerically. In both
cases, the main ingredient is a set of multi-perspective images that define the information on the
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hologram in hogel-by-hogel basis. Hogels can be interpreted as segments that are usually placed on
a uniform rectangular grid and form the complete hologram when tiled. Historically, first optical
implementations of the HS technique goes back to late 1960s [McCrickerd and George 1968]. In
early 1970s, a set of perspective images calculated by a computer were used to record a HPO
hologram by moving a vertical slit mask [King et al. 1970], i.e., the hogel for this HPO arrangement
is a vertical segment that vertically covers the entire hologram. Yatagai first proposed computer
synthesis of a HS in 1974 [Yatagai 1974], where each hogel was obtained through Fourier transform
of a perspective projection of the 3D object. Verification of the concept was done for an object
represented as a collection of many small flat surfaces and for a HPO hologram.

The set of multi-perspective images used in HS calculation corresponds to a set of rays that can
be parametrized as a light field (LF). The ray optics formalism of the LF represents the light as a
collection of rays. That is, at a given time, for a given wavelength, taking only the rays propagating
in free space to, e.g., +z direction, any ray can be parameterized by the four-dimensional (4D) LF
L(x,y,u,v) using the crossing points of rays on two parallel planes (x,y) and (u,v), respectively
[Levoy 2006]. This so-called two-plane parametrization is depicted in Figure 8(a).

L(x,y,u,v)
y

u

x

v

L(x,y,θ,φ) θ
φ

(a) (b)

Δy

Δx

Δu

Δv

(mΔx,nΔy)

L[m,n,p,q]

(pΔu,qΔv)

hogel center

Fig. 8. 4D parametrization of the light field (a) and schematic representation of HS (b).

The two parallel planes can be directly linked to multi-perspective image capture setup by
assigning (x,y) as the camera view plane and (u,v) as the image plane of the camera. The LF
can be also equivalently represented by a space-angle parametrization L(x,y, θ ,ϕ) where θ and ϕ
denote the propagation directions of the rays with respect to x and y axes, respectively. Thus, in
either case, the (x,y) plane can be treated as the ray-sampling plane (RSP). The capture process
involves two recording schemes. The first is recording of perspective projections of the scene
from each spatial sampling point on the RSP with a setup consisting of usually a high number
of low-resolution cameras. The second is recording of usually a smaller number of images with
orthographic projection, i.e., capturing a set of parallel rays each of which corresponds to a different
direction in the LF space-angle parametrization.
Let us consider the case illustrated in Figure 8(b), where the RSP coincides with the hologram

plane and the HS is divided into a regular grid of hogels of size ∆x × ∆y with abutting boundaries.
The corresponding captured discrete LF is denoted as L[m,n,p,q] = L(m∆x,n∆y,p∆u,q∆v), where
∆u and ∆v are the pixel pitches of the captured intensity images. The HS then encodes the intensity
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and directional information in the complex amplitude of the object field as

OHS (x,y) =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

rect
(
x −m∆x

∆x

)
rect

(
y − n∆y

∆y

)
(8)

P∑
p=1

Q∑
q=1

√
L[m,n,p,q] exp[j2π (f mnpq

x x + f
mnpq
y y)],

where (m∆x,n∆y) are the coordinates of the center of the hogel [m,n] and (f
mnpq
x , f

mnpq
y ) are

the spatial frequency components for the ray [m,n,p,q]. According to the grating equation, for a
reference plane wave incident normally to the plane of the hologram, the spatial frequencies for
the ray [m,n,p,q] are related to their angles of incidence with respect to (x,y) plane as

f
mnpq
x =

sinθmnpq
x

λ
, f

mnpq
y =

sinθmnpq
y

λ
(9)

As seen in Equation (8) and Equation (9), the diffractive properties of each hogel are determined by
the encoded set of basis sinusoidal fringes with different amplitudes that reconstruct a set of plane
waves propagating along a certain view angle in accordance with the spatial frequencies of the
fringes [Halle et al. 1991; Lucente 1993, 1994]. The complex amplitude can, thus, be obtained by
applying inverse Fourier transform to the captured images, which encodes intensity and directional
information in the hogel. Such encoding scheme enables the calculation of CGH via FFT techniques,
and thus, it significantly reduces the computation time of the CGH compared to wavefront-based
approaches. However, this improvement in computation time comes at the expense of degradation
in quality of the reconstructed images in comparison with the wavefront-based CGHs. The HS
encoding corresponds to an approximation of the spherical wavefront due to a point source in the
scene via a set of discontinuous planar patches, resulting in hogels with single complex exponential
components that are unmatched in phase.

Fig. 9. Real part of Fresnel diffraction kernel (a) and corresponding HS (b).

Figure 9 illustrates how HS approximates the Fresnel diffraction kernel for a point source. As
mentioned in Section 3, PAS methods also approximate the wavefronts by using plane wave patches
to take advantage of FFT in CGH calculation. In addition to that, however, the depth information
of the scene is also used in those methods to match the phases of planar patches. This results in
more accurate wave representation, and thus, higher quality reconstructed images. On the other
hand, the HS approach is similar to image-order type of wavefront-based methods in the way of
acquisition the scene data by capturing images of it. The CG rendering techniques are, thus, highly
appropriate to include hidden surface removal, shading, reflections, texture, glossiness, mutual and
self-occlusions in the encoded data for photorealistic reconstruction [Verma and Walia 2010].
The LF sampling setup in Figure 8(b) is impractical for real life scenes. It restricts the scene

to be on either side of the hologram plane. The discrete LF L[m,n,p,q] used for HS generation,
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Fig. 10. LF sampling away from hologram plane by a set of cameras.

as in Equation (8), can be also acquired by capturing a set of 2D images at a certain distance
from the hologram plane. As shown in Figure 10, the captured discrete LF can be parametrized
as L̃[i, j,k, l] = L̃(i∆x̃, j∆ỹ,k∆ũ, l∆ṽ) by using another pair of parallel planes (x̃, ỹ) and (ũ, ṽ)
with the former being the actual ray sampling plane on which the cameras are put. Each camera
now captures different directional information for a given hogel and the pixels of each camera
correspond to hogels, i.e., they sample the spatial information on the hologram plane. As usually
there is no straightforward one-to-one correspondence between the samples of L[m,n,p,q] and
L̃[i, j,k, l], it is necessary to resample L̃[i, j,k, l] to obtain the desired ray samples L[m,n,p,q] for
CGH generation. By choosing the appropriate LF sampling parameters for the given scene, i.e.,
satisfying the prerequisites of the densely sampled LF, any ray is accurately obtained from the
samples L̃[i, j,k, l] via linear interpolation [Lin and Shum 2004]. This limits the disparity between
adjacent views during capture such that it is within [−1, 1] pixels with respect to hologram plane,
thus restricting the distance between adjacent cameras and the boundaries of the captured scene.
Such a framework ensures accurate resampling of L[m,n,p,q] from L̃[i, j,k, l].
A CGH generated as a HS possesses the main drawbacks of ray-based 3D light field displays.

The image quality perceived from the reconstructed hologram is mainly determined by the spatio-
angular resolution. The spatial sampling gives the perceived image resolution, whereas the angular
sampling affects view-dependent image aspects such as motion parallax, specular reflection, oc-
clusions, etc. The characteristics of the modulation transfer function allow analysis of optimum
sampling of HS [Hilaire 1994]. The joint spatio-angular resolution of HS is dictated by the hogel
size and it is subject to a trade-off due to the uncertainty principle inherent to diffraction. For
improved spatial resolution, one needs to decrease the hogel size, which in turn degrades the
angular resolution and vice versa. Besides that, to deliver the available angular resolution, the
number of pixels within the hogels should be also sufficiently high. In practice, the characteristic
of the HVS plays a key role in choosing the sampling parameters [Lucente 1994]. The lateral visual
acuity of the HVS, when observing an object at distance d is given by

∆xHVS =
1.22λd
Deye

, (10)

where Deye is the aperture size of the eye pupil [Goodman 1996]. That is, given an intended
observation distance of the HS, the hogel size can be chosen to match with the HVS acuity. On the
other hand, the pupil size of the eye puts an upper limit on the perceivable angular resolution as

∆θHVS = 2 tan−1
(
Deye

2d

)
, (11)
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which then can be also utilized to determine angular sampling (or spectral sampling of the fringes).
The HVS together with the depth range and the scene data impose strict requirements on the

LF sampling. The LF capture for HS is usually required to be very dense with a high number of
images at small parallax between neighboring views. The capture of real scenes needs a scanning
camera positioned accurately at the viewpoints [Nikolskij et al. 2012]. Relieving the constraints
can ease the capture process for HSs and enable using of multicamera systems instead of scanning
camera rigs. The view synthesis and LF reconstruction algorithms are directly applicable in this
context. In [Ohsawa et al. 2013], the amount of projections is reduced by using scene depth via
shape-from-silhouette technique for a voxel-based model of the 3D object. A depth-corrected LF
rendering is used in [Jurik et al. 2012] with a practical real scene capture setup. Reducing the
number of captured images in [Hayashi et al. 2011; Kinoshita and Sakamoto 2009] involves ray
interpolation by a distance transformation and light wave rotation. In [Sahin et al. 2016], an image
based LF reconstruction with a Shearlet transform relieves the LF sampling requirement by a factor
of up to 8 × 8, in the horizontal and vertical dimensions, without significant degradation in the
perceived image quality.

Due to the LF sampling and diffraction from finite size hogels, objects far away from the hologram
cannot be sharply reconstructed [Hilaire 1994; Wakunami and Yamaguchi 2011]. This makes HSs
unsuitable for deep scenes. The concept of virtual light-ray sampling plane proposed in [Wakunami
and Yamaguchi 2011; Yamaguchi 2013] reduces the blur from LF sampling. The resolution of recon-
structed images for objects far away from the hologram plane is improved by hybrid computation
of HS. This is achieved by i) locating a virtual plane close to the object and sampling the light
rays from the object at this plane and ii) propagation of the complex amplitude from the virtual
plane to the hologram using diffraction theory. The points in the virtual plane encode projection
images produced by CG techniques as ray-tracing or image-based rendering. For encoding, each
projection image is multiplied by a 2D random phase uniformly distributed in [0, 2π ] and Fourier
transformed to obtain the complex amplitude in the virtual plane. Thus, the virtual plane contains
an array of abutting elemental holograms. The complex amplitude in this plane is propagated by
Fresnel diffraction to the CGH plane. Several virtual light-ray sampling planes can be introduced
to reconstruct objects at different depths. The developed approach is used for multi-occlusion
processing in [Wakunami et al. 2013] by locating virtual planes near the objects in the scene. Using
the light-ray domain for occlusion processing allows development of a fast and simple algorithm.
The proposed method with a virtual plane correctly represents mutual occlusion. In [Plesniak et al.
2006], the so-called reconfigurable image projection CGH is introduced by populating a virtual
plane located at some distance from the hologram plane with projection primitives that create the
desired distribution of the directional information. The virtual plane is sampled on a regular grid by
hogels with abutting boundaries. For each hogel, the basis fringes on the hologram plane are found
by Fresnel propagation. The resulting overlapping fringes on the hologram plane reduce artifacts
caused by the discontinuity of the fringes at hogel boundaries in the conventional HS computing.
For high spatial and angular resolutions, the HS should consist of very small size of pixels,

which can be provided by techniques such as lithography or HS printing. In printing, each hogel
image is fed to an amplitude SLM that is focused on a silver-halide plate by a lens. A reference
beam illuminates the plate from the opposite side, and a hogel is recorded as a volume reflection
hologram. The average grain size of the available silver-halide emulsions can be as little as 10 nm.
The HS printers can produce large size, high-quality, color HPO holograms [Brotherton-Ratcliffe
et al. 2011]. When illuminated by a point source of white light, the printed HS spatially multiplexes
the hogel images reconstructed from different hogels.
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4.2 Multiple viewpoint projection holography
Similar to HS, the main motivation of MVP holography is the utilization of a set of 2D intensity
images, captured under incoherent white light illumination, in CGH generation [Shaked et al. 2009].
A fundamental difference, however, is that MVP holograms aim at generating smooth (coherent)
object wavefronts, in accordance with, e.g., Fourier or Fresnel hologram, which results in a different
LF capture setup and problem formulation.
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Fig. 11. LF capture geometry for MVP holography.

As illustrated in Figure 11, the LF capture setup in MVP holography involves a set of projection
images Op

i j (xi j ,yi j ) recorded from different angles (θi j ,ϕi j ). Those projection images actually
correspond to orthogonal projections of the scene intensity function O(x,y, z), which represents
the light distribution that is assumed to be isotropically emitted from the surface of the objects in
the scene, along the corresponding directions. That is,

O
p
i j (xi j ,yi j ) =

∫
Oi j (xi j ,yi j , zi j )dzi j , (12)

where Oi j (xi j ,yi j , zi j ) is the representation of the scene intensity function with respect to the
coordinates of the camera used for the projection along (θi j ,ϕi j ) [Sando et al. 2003]. One can
rewrite Equation (12) by taking the 2D Fourier transform of both sides as

Õ
p
i j (ui j ,vi j ) =

∭
Oi j (xi j ,yi j , zi j ) exp

[
−j2π (ui jxi j +vi jyi j )

]
dxi jdyi jdzi j . (13)

Under small-angle approximations, cos(θi j ) ≈ 1 and cos(ϕi j ) ≈ 1, these coefficients are shown to
constitute a Fourier hologram of the sceneO(x,y, z) [Abookasis and Rosen 2003; Sando et al. 2003].
When an SLM is placed at the front focal plane of a lens and these complex-valued coefficients are
properly coded and combined in a matrix to be fed to the SLM as real and nonnegative transmittance,
a normally falling plane wave reconstructs the scene at the back focal plane of the lens.

The method in [Li et al. 2001] forms the complex-valued matrix from the data in the projection
images captured at equal angular steps in a horizontal plane by a camera through an imaging lens.
The function corresponds to the capture of a LF from a 3D object through a special optical system
from two cylindrical lenses. Due to the HPO capability, however, defocused reconstructions are
likely to occur normally to the recording axis. A full parallax system is proposed in [Abookasis and
Rosen 2003] by acquisition of angular projections in a 2D grid and forming a 2D complex matrix.
Each element of the matrix corresponds to a given viewpoint and the matrix is arranged in the order
the projection images are captured. The Fourier hologram inherently includes the object field. Thus,
having obtained the Fourier coefficients by Equation (13), other types of holograms such as Fresnel
can be generated [Abookasis and Rosen 2006; Park et al. 2009; Sando et al. 2003], which enable
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reconstruction without additional lenses. The full color reconstruction is demonstrated in [Sando
et al. 2004] by building three CGHs for the primary colors. Analysis of different magnifications at
three wavelengths is also provided. Different variations of the Fresnel hologram for short and long
reconstruction distances are presented in [Abookasis and Rosen 2006]. Generation of Fourier and
Fresnel holograms uses a slightly different projection geometry, where the image plane is fixed and
thus not always normal to projection lines as in the conventional angular projection [Park et al.
2009]. The integral photography implemented in [Shaked et al. 2007] acquires projection images
by a lens array. The projection images recorded by a digital camera are then used for a Fourier
hologram.

Similar to HS, the main drawback of MVP holography is the need for capture of a large number
of images with small angular increments in the projection angles, typically under 1 degree. Simulta-
neous capture of these images with a lenslet array is questionable because of the low resolution of
the capture system [Ichihashi et al. 2012]. The number of projections is reduced in [Katz et al. 2007]
and the intermediate projections are calculated by a view synthesis algorithm. The requirement for
a distinct anchor point for interpolation of different perspectives entails increasing the number of
the projections for textured and smooth scenes. Both anchor points and the number of projections
must be chosen individually for each 3D object. Compressive sensing applied in [Brady et al. 2009;
Rivenson et al. 2011] uses sparse representation of the input data in the Fourier space. That is,
an under-sampled Fourier hologram is calculated from an undersampled set of projections. The
Fourier space is non-uniformly sampled in such a way that the density of projections are kept
higher in the central low frequency regions than in the high frequency regions. Two equations
are built for reconstruction from the under-sampled Fourier hologram based on 2D-2D and 3D-2D
reconstruction models. Successful 3D reconstructions are reported with only around 6% of all
projections.

5 SPECKLE SUPPRESSION IN CGH
Holograms suffer from an inherent coherent imaging issue known as speckle noise. This issue is also
relevant to CGHs and requires careful examination. In order to simulate diffused diffraction of light
from the recorded scene and to avoid concentration of light on the CGH, usually random phases
are added to the point sources of light (or equivalent primitives). As the image perceived by the
HVS can be considered as a sum of point spread functions (PSF) corresponding to the scene points,
the random phase added to the points causes random interference patterns, if the PSFs overlap on
the retinal surface. This random interference is observed as random speckle patterns with high
contrast and spatial frequency that heavily degrade the perceived quality. Thus, eliminating the
speckle patterns from the holographic reconstructions is vital in order to achieve satisfactory visual
quality.
Due to the different hologram generation in wavefront-based and ray-based CGH techniques,

the speckle suppression methods differ in most cases and thus require separate examination for
both CGH types. Some solutions, however, can be utilized in both cases as the speckle suppression
is achieved through display technique means, i.e., by modifying the holographic display optics,
rather than altering the hologram generation. Mostly these methods rely on reducing either the
temporal or the spatial coherence of the reconstruction illumination. By using a diffuser, the spatial
coherence of the light is decreased [Yamaguchi et al. 1994]. The temporal coherence is reduced
by utilizing light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for illumination [Yaraş et al. 2009]. It should be noted,
however, that the approaches reducing the coherence of the reconstruction light add blur to the
reconstructed image, which can negatively affect the reproduction of deep scenes [Yaraş et al. 2009].
The amount of speckle noise in the reconstructed views is often evaluated as speckle contrast

[Goodman 2007]. The contrast is obtained as the ratio of the standard deviation σ and mean of
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the intensity values Î within the region of interest, i.e., C = σ /̂I . The region-of-interest should
consist of uniform intensity values in view of the signal-dependent nature of the speckle noise.
Subsequently, lower speckle contrast signifies better speckle suppression. Values equal to or under
0.05 are typically considered tolerable for sufficient image quality in laser projection displays. For
high-end systems, however, achieving a more demanding speckle contrast criterion of 0.01 or less
is recommended [Manni and Goodman 2012].

5.1 Speckle suppression methods for wavefront-based CGHs
One of themethods for suppressing speckle noise is to combine several CGH frameswith statistically
independent speckle patterns, which is known as random averaging [Amako et al. 1995]. The frames
are displayed in sequence faster than the temporal response of the HVS, thus combining them in a
time-multiplexed manner. As a result, the viewer perceives temporally averaged speckle patterns.
The reduction at speckle contrast is proportional to

√
N where N is the number of hologram frames.

Thus, efficient speckle suppression requires a large number of frames, which in turn necessitates a
high-speed display device to avoid separate frames to be resolved, as flickering, by the viewer.
As the random interference between the overlapping PSFs on the retina creates speckle noise,

it can be suppressed by avoiding or reducing the overlaps. This can be achieved by generating
several CGH frames, each including a subset of all the point sources, such that the distance between
adjacent points separates the PSFs on the retina [Takaki and Yokouchi 2011]. The frames are then
combined in a time-multiplexed manner in order to display them as a single reconstruction frame
for the viewer with the entire set of point sources in the scene. The practical implementation
of such speckle suppression in a holographic display can be accomplished by including a set of
microlenses on the SLM, e.g., by using a digital micromirror device as in [Takaki and Yokouchi
2011]. In further studies, object point separation solution is adopted for lens-less holographic
projection with undersampled bitmaps to generate the hologram [Makowski 2013]. To reduce
the periodic interference due to the periodic locations of the separated object points, a random
pixel separation method is proposed in [Mori et al. 2014]. By separating the points at random
locations, the overlapping areas producing periodic interference are dispersed, thus reducing the
overall unwanted interference. For polygon-based CGH methods, a time-multiplexing method
incorporating angular spectrum interleaving reduces the speckle noise by a single carrier wave for
each multiplexed CGH frame, which results in a linear phase distribution for the mesh surfaces, thus
avoiding random interference [Ko and Park 2017]. Each frame produces speckle-free reconstructions,
though time-multiplexing of multiple CGH frames is required in order to maintain the viewing
angle supported by the hologram sampling size.
Similarly to point source separation applied in the object-oriented wavefront-based CGHs

mentioned above, in image-oriented wavefront-based CGHs, speckle suppression can be achieved
through ray separation. Based on the depth information, the utilized light rays can be separated
into subsets of sparse rays, corresponding to sparse points in the scene [Utsugi and Yamaguchi
2014]. Due to finite angular resolution in ray casting, the view-dependent rays, which would
correspond to a single point source, are usually mapped to multiple point sources. This issue is
handled by quantizing the found point source locations on a uniform grid of voxels, resulting
in pseudo-point sources. The time-multiplexed combination of CGHs for sparse subsets of rays
results in reconstructions with reduced speckle. The reconstruction artifacts introduced in this
approach due to ray quantization errors are addressed in [Mäkinen et al. 2018] by using the concept
of densely sampled light field capture that enables accurate light ray resampling.

There also exist speckle suppression methods that do not rely on time-multiplexed reconstruction,
but instead manage the speckle patterns without generating additional hologram frames through
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various means. One of these methods achieves this for the display of phase-only holograms by cyclic
sequential shifting of the hologram [Golan and Shoham 2009]. The deterministic shift-averaging
method utilizes the properties of phase shifting in order to minimize the interference between
different pairs of PSFs within certain squares of interest on the hologram. Based on the iterative
Fourier transform algorithm (IFTA), the Fresnel ping-pong algorithm utilizes forward and backward
propagation of the field between two different object planes along with amplitude adjustments
in order to suppress speckles [Dorsch et al. 1994]. The method is modified in [Makowski et al.
2005] to accommodate phase-only CGHs by using two object planes with the hologram plane and
intensity equalization to assure a phase-only CGH, while the amplitude adjustments reduce the
speckle noise. An alternative solution for single frame speckle suppression replaces the use of
random phase distribution and instead multiplies the object wave with virtual converging light
[Shimobaba and Ito 2015]. For phase-only holographic displays, complex modulation is shown to
reduce speckle noise without the need for iteration, thus making it suitable for improving image
quality in dynamic displays [Qi et al. 2016].

Alternatives to random phase distribution are also proposed to avoid the generation of speckle
patterns. In [Wyrowski and Bryngdahl 1989], an iterative Fourier-based algorithm is proposed for
finding phase distributions eliminating the formation of speckle patterns. Similarly, by using an
iterative optimization approach, object-dependent distributions is calculated [Bräuer et al. 1991]. In
both cases, these distributions spread the light over a finite area in the Fourier domain, thus resulting
in speckle-free diffraction patterns. Moreover, a deterministic method for object-independent phase
distribution acquisition, which is mostly optimal for near constant magnitude objects, is reported.
A quasi-band-limited distribution is also shown to be effective at recording Fourier transform
holograms with reduces speckle [Yamaguchi et al. 1994].

5.2 Speckle suppression methods for ray-based CGHs
In the case of ray-based CGHs, random averaging is also applicable. In particular, different CGHs
can be computed with a different sets of random phases and then they can be reconstructed in a
time-multiplexed manner. However, the abovementioned point or light ray separation approaches
are not directly applicable due to the requirement of explicit depth data of the scene. HSs can utilize
a modified version of the pixel separation method. By separating the hogels on the hologram plane
to different CGH frames, a time-multiplexed reconstruction of the hologram results in reduced
interference between adjacent hogels [Makowski 2013; Takaki and Yokouchi 2011].
The interference patterns can be suppressed by phase modulation as proposed in [Takaki and

Taira 2016]. The method transforms the speckle patterns into regular sinusoidal interference
patterns with spatial frequency being higher than the cut-off spatial frequency of HVS. This is
achieved by improving the viewing area continuity, i.e., the number of viewpoints is increased by
generating virtual views between the originally captured views. As the lowest spatial frequency
terms are generated by adjacent views, the analysis in [Takaki and Taira 2016] considers 2 × 2
views within the extent of the pupil, where the phases are set by modifying the coefficients of
the intensity distribution on the retina. By maximizing certain coefficients, the spatial frequency
is increased such that the human vision cut-off frequency is exceeded and the speckle patterns
become invisible to the human eyes. Alternatively, the spatial bandwidth of the random phase
distribution can be limited to reduce speckle noise [Takaki and Ikeda 2013]. Assuming a hologram
pixel pitch of ∆ and spatial bandwidth of Bp in the parallax images, the spatial bandwidth of the
random phase distribution should be limited to 1/∆ − Bp to ensure that the diffraction distribution
is as uniform as possible and its deviation is minimized to avoid the generation of speckle noise.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a survey of the state-of-the-art in the field of CGHs for 3D imaging. Development
of methods for synthesis of such CGHs has shown steady growth over the last few decades due
to the rapid progress in computing and optical devices for capture and visualization. In addition
to dynamic optical reconstruction of such CGHs via advanced SLMs, it has become also possible
to fabricate highly realistic CGHs on holographic plates. Especially for glasses-free visualization,
there is still a big room for improvement in terms of optical devices to provide necessary size and
bandwidth, i.e., space-bandwidth product. However, in the case of virtual or augmented reality type
of visualization via near-eye or head-mounted display technology, the holographic imaging and in
particular CGH based visualization is getting more close to “reality” due to significantly relieved
requirements on the size and bandwidth of hologram compared to glasses-free display case.

Computation-wise, realistic representation of 3D objects sets extremely high demands in the CGH
encoding process. The reason is the need for view-dependent full parallax rendering of information
related to depth, color, texture, specular and diffuse reflection, mutual and self-occlusion, etc. The
various 3D scene characteristics are supposed to be expressed as amplitude or phase variation
within a CGH at different wavelengths. Complexity of rendered visual effects has a direct impact on
the efficiency of the CGH computation, i.e., speed and memory usage. Fast generation methods are
especially crucial for imaging of dynamic scenes. Thus, achieving better quality of reconstruction
and acceleration of computation are the most up-to-date issues in the CGH synthesis.

The contemporary CGHs can be categorized into two broad categories as wavefront-based and
ray-based methods depending mainly on the utilized object model and light propagation model.
In both cases, the interference of the object and reference waves is computed, thus imitating
the optical holographic recording. The wavefront-based methods rely on scalar diffraction in
computing the object wave. The 3D object is modeled as a set of light primitives, which scatter light
into wavefronts. The object wave is found by superposing such wavefronts. The amount of light
primitives dictates the computational complexity. Point cloud model is the most computationally
demanding approach, which represents a 3D object as a collection of point light sources. The great
potential of this model for photorealistic imaging is the main motivation behind the numerous
approaches proposed for acceleration of computation. The solutions make use of similarities in
the Fresnel zone plates formed in the hologram by the point sources, which are located in a plane
parallel to the hologram or on a line normal to the hologram, for creating look-up-tables. Other
solutions exploit the small diffraction angle of the existing SLMs to restrict the contribution of a
point source at the CGH plane or divide the hologram into elemental holograms, which allow for
replacing the spherical wavefront from a point source by patches of plane waves. Acceleration
can be also achieved by modeling the 3D objects as meshes of polygons or plane slices located
at different depths parallel to hologram plane. The polygon-based method is more flexible in
expressing object features, while the layer-based method is more computationally efficient. The
numerical modification of the polygon-based method is well developed for incorporating texture,
reflections, occlusions and other visual effects. Using a triangular mesh for 3D object representation
offers an option for analytical computation at the expense of constraints set on the light field
distribution within each triangle. Many efforts are focused on alleviation of these constraints. The
narrow viewing zone is the main drawback of the layer-based approach. Overcoming this requires
angular multiplexing of holograms corresponding to different viewing points. Due to assumption of
independency between light primitives, parallel computing offers great potential in accelerating the
computation of wavefront-based CGHs, which is extensively exploited in the literature. In summary,
the current status of the wavefront-based CGHs can be described mainly as active development of
better encoding algorithms. In the case of dynamic optical reconstruction, e.g., via SLMs, the pixel
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pitch limits the bandwidth of CGH. Lithography or wavefront printing based methods enables
visualization of static wavefront-based CGHs by means of a very fine resolution holographic plate
and thus taking full advantage of highly realistic nature of such CGHs. Besides 3D imaging, another
interesting application area of wavefront-based CGHs is holographic projection where CGHs are
synthesized for 2D intensity images relying on Fresnel diffraction model. Holographic projection
allows for lensless magnification.
The ray-based methods for CGH synthesis rely on acquiring spatial and angular intensity

distribution of the propagating light rays, i.e., light field, due to given 3D object or scene. Encoding
of this distribution can be based on the 2D images that are incoherently captured from different
viewing points, which is a great advantage compared to wavefront-based methods in real life
capture scenarios. Such multi-perspective images provide the light field as a collection of rays.
CGH encoding follow two main schemes. The HS approach divides the hologram into holographic
elements, which are called as hogels, and it encodes a set of fringes in each hogel, including a plane
wave patch corresponding to each light field ray, based on the spatially and directionally varying
intensity information in the captured light field. The HS is a significantly faster approach compared
to wavefront-based CGHs, however it suffers from the spatio-angular resolution trade-off, which
is dictated by the hogel size. The plane wave patches that are encoded incoherently in hogels are
unmatched in phase along the hologram and this directly degrades the image quality for deep
scenes compared to coherent case. An effective solution to this problem is achieved by the MVP
approach, which makes it possible to reconstruct smooth wavefronts from a set of orthographic
images. Other than dynamic optical reconstruction, the HS printing technology enables producing
scalable static HSs. In summary, incoherent capture and fast computation are two important factors
that make the ray-based methods attractive in creating dynamic or large size static holograms of
real 3D scenes.

Speckle noise can significantly degrade reconstructed images in both ray-based and wave-based
CGHs, which makes speckle suppression an important problem. Speckle suppression methods
that are based on time-multiplexed computation (and reconstruction) of spatially separated object
points or light rays demonstrate more effective implementations compared to the naive random
(phase) averaging approach. However, there is still room for improvement in this problem.
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Appendices
A NUMERICAL WAVE PROPAGATION
CGH synthesis is based on the scalar diffraction theory [Goodman 1996; Kim 2011]. Numerical
propagation of a monochromatic scalar wave field is defined in accordance with the Huygens-
Fresnel principle [Goodman 1996]. Given a wave field distribution A0(ξ ,η) on the reference input
plane (ξ ,η) at z = 0, the diffraction field A(x,y; z) on the output plane (x,y) at z, which is parallel
to the reference plane, can be obtained using the convolution relation

A(x,y; z) =
∬

Σ
A0(ξ ,η)hz (x − ξ ,y − η)dξdη, (A.1)

where hz (x,y) represents the diffraction kernel, or the coherent point spread function (PSF) of free
space propagation between the input and output planes [Kim 2011], and Σ denotes the 2D aperture
defining non-zero field distribution on the input plane. The first Rayleigh-Sommerfeld (RS) solution
for the Huygens-Fresnel principle describes the relation between scalar diffraction fields defined
on two parallel planes, which are separated by distance z ≫ λ, by the kernel

hz (x,y) =
z

jλ

exp
(
jk
√
x2 + y2 + z2

)
x2 + y2 + z2

, (A.2)

where λ is the wavelength of the monochromatic light and k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber. Thus, the
resulting relation is given by

A(x,y; z) =
z

jλ

∬
Σ

A0(ξ ,η)

(x − ξ )2 + (y − η)2 + z2
exp

[
jk
√
(x − ξ )2 + (y − η)2 + z2

]
dξdη. (A.3)

The so-called obliquity factor for this first RS solution is z/r , where r =
√
(x − ξ )2 + (y − η)2 + z2

is the distance between the points on the input and output planes (ξ ,η) and (x,y), respectively.
It is essentially only this term that creates difference between various implementations of the
Huygens-Fresnel principle, e.g., the two RS solutions and Fresnel-Kirchoff solution [Goodman
1996]. The angular spectrum method (ASM), which is the widely adopted implementation of RS
diffraction, describes this diffraction in the spectral domain utilizing the propagating plane waves
as a basis for 3D field distribution, i.e.,

A(x,y; z) = F−1{Hz (ϑx ,ϑy )F {A0(ξ ,η)}|(ϑx ,ϑy )} = F−1{Hz (ϑx ,ϑy )GA(ϑx ,ϑy )}, (A.4)

where F {·} and F−1{·} are the Fourier and inverse Fourier transform operations, GA(ϑξ ,ϑη) is the
spectrum of A0(ξ ,η) representing the coefficient of the plane wave with spatial frequencies of
(ϑξ ,ϑη), and Hz (ϑx ,ϑy ) is the frequency response of RS diffraction given by

Hz (ϑx ,ϑy ) =
exp

(
j2πz

√
1
λ2 − ϑ 2

x − ϑ 2
y

)
, if

√
ϑ 2
x + ϑ

2
y <

1
λ

0, o.w.
(A.5)

The propagation direction of the plane wave with spatial frequencies (ϑξ = ϑx ,ϑη = ϑy ) is defined

by the so-called wave vector ®k = (kx ,ky ,kz ), where kx = 2πϑx , ky = 2πϑy , kz =
√
k2 − k2x − k2y ,

and | ®k | = 2π/λ.
In the discrete implementation of ASM with discrete Fourier transform (DFT), the input field

A0(ξ ,η) at z = 0, the diffracted 3D field, and the output field A(x,y; z) at z are all assumed to be
periodic. The propagating plane waves are confined within the angles

[
− sin−1

(
λ

2∆ξ

)
, sin−1

(
λ

2∆ξ

)]
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and
[
− sin−1

(
λ

2∆η

)
, sin−1

(
λ

2∆η

)]
, which are determined by the sampling steps of the wave field, ∆ξ

and∆η, respectively, on the input plane. In order to calculate the diffraction field accurately, the input
field is usually zero padded, taking into account these angular bandwidths, and thus contributions
of neighbor periods of the input field to the output field are avoided. In particular, let the finite
support input field A0(ξ ,η) exhibit Nξ × Nη samples, when sampled with sampling steps of ∆ξ and
∆η, respectively. In this case, in order to avoid aliasing in the discrete implementation of ASM, the

following conditions need to be satisfied: z ≤

√
4∆ξ 2−λ2
2λ (Nξ

′−Nξ )∆ξ and z ≤

√
4∆η2−λ2
2λ (Nη

′−Nη)∆η,
where Nξ

′ × Nη
′ denotes the size of the zero-padded input field [Poon and Liu 2014].

In the paraxial approximation, fulfilled when z3 ≫ 1
8λ

[
(x − ξ )2 + (y − η)2

]2, where (ξ ,η) ∈ Σ,
the spherical wavefronts can be replaced with parabolic ones given by the Fresnel diffraction kernel

hz (x,y) =
exp(jkz)

jλz
exp

[
jk

2z
(x2 + y2)

]
, (A.6)

which is a 2D chirp function having the following properties:

h∗z (x,y) = h−z (x,y), hz1 (x,y) ∗ hz2 (x,y) = hz1+z2 (x,y). (A.7)

Thus, in the paraxial regime, the propagation between two parallel planes separated by z can be
computed by replacing the RS kernel in Equation (A.3) with the Fresnel kernel as

A(x,y; z) =
exp(jkz)

jλz
exp

[
jk

2z
(x2 + y2)

] ∬
Σ
A0(ξ ,η) exp

[
jk

2z
(ξ 2 + η2)

]
(A.8)

exp
[
−jk

z
(xξ + yη)

]
dξdη.

Similar to the ASM implementation of RS diffraction, Fresnel diffraction can be also implemented
in the frequency domain, using two Fourier transform operations, by replacing the frequency
response of RS diffraction in Equation (A.3) with the frequency response of Fresnel diffraction
given as

Hz (ϑx ,ϑy ) = exp(jkz)
[
−jπλz

(
ϑ 2
x + ϑ

2
y

)]
. (A.9)

On the other hand, the Fresnel diffraction can be also implemented using a single Fourier
transform operation as

A(x,y; z) =
exp(jkz)

jλz
exp

[
jk

2z
(x2 + y2)

]
F

{
A0(ξ ,η) exp

[
jk

2z
(ξ 2 + η2)

]}����
x
λz ,

y
λz

, (A.10)

where
( x
λz ,

y
λz

)
are the spatial frequencies at which the Fourier transform is calculated. In other

words, the output field at (x,y) is defined by the spectral component of the input field with spatial
frequencies of ϑξ = x

λz and ϑη =
y
λz .

Considering the discrete implementation of Equation (A.10) using a single DFT, one can see that
the output field at z is found to be the modulated version of a periodic diffraction field obtained as
the result of DFT, where the modulation function is a chirp function. The corresponding sampling
steps of the output field are ∆x = λz

Nξ ∆ξ
and ∆y = λz

Nη∆η
, and the central period of the periodic part

is confined within −λz
2∆ξ ≤ x ≤ λz

2∆ξ and −λz
2∆η ≤ y ≤ λz

2∆η . Thus, the sampling steps of the output field
increase linearly with the propagation distance z. Given that the spectrum of A0(ξ ,η) is confined
within [−Bξ ,Bξ ] and [−Bη,Bη], the following conditions need to be satisfied to avoid aliasing in the
discrete implementation of Equation (A.10): Bξ +

Nξ ∆ξ
2λz ≤ 1

2∆ξ and Bη +
Nη∆η
2λz ≤ 1

2∆η [Poon and Liu
2014]. These conditions impose a minimum limit on the propagation distance z. The sampling step
at the given propagation distance can be controlled by introducing a virtual plane and applying two
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Fresnel transforms [Zhang et al. 2004]. This can be done independently of the final propagation
distance and the wavelength by adjusting the distance of the virtual plane.

B NUMERICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF CGHS
Numerical reconstruction of CGHs is a necessary step in assessing the visual reconstruction quality
of holograms in a controlled manner and without suffering from device limitations. Based on the
observed quality, readjustments can be made on the scene and hologram parameters accordingly
before printing a static hologram or setting up a holographic display. Below, such a numerical
reconstruction tool is presented together with example reconstructions applied to some representa-
tive CGH techniques. The simulation tool basically models the viewing process of CGH by human
eye employing a reduced eye model. It, thus, allows testing the capabilities of a given CGH method
from human visual system (HVS) perspective in terms of various quality factors, such as provided
perceived resolution, handling of view-dependent occlusions, delivering of correct accommodation
cue, suppression of speckle noise, etc.

Hologram

Image (retina)

O(ξ,η)

T(s,t)

I(x,y)

d

leye
z

s

t

x

y

η

ξ

Δξ

Lens transfer function

Δη
Δx

Deye Δy

Fig. B.1. Setup for HVS based numerical CGH reconstruction simulations.

The numerical simulation of viewer perceived images is a process starting with a hologram (i.e.,
the complex wave field at the hologram plane) and through a process of optical field propagation
operations ends up with an intensity image at the sensor plane of the simulated eye (i.e., the retina).
Please note that here we refer the image encoded on the retina as the perceived image, though
the perception actually involves affects of subsequent neural functions in the HVS. Let us assume
the simulation setup shown in Figure B.1. A simulated human eye is placed at a distance d from
the hologram plane. The eye is modeled as a conventional imaging system with thin round lens
of diameter Deye and focal length feye and a sensor that is placed behind the lens at distance leye .
This setup results in three parallel planes to consider in the simulations and analysis: the hologram
plane (ξ ,η), the lens plane (s, t) and the retina plane (x,y). The sampled object field at the hologram
plane (i.e., the generated hologram) is denoted by O[m,n] = O(m∆ξ ,n∆η), where ∆ξ and ∆η are
the spatial sampling steps on the hologram plane. Denoting the discrete samples on the lens and
retina planes as [p,q] and [k, l], respectively, and adopting the Fresnel diffraction model, the sensor
plane image I [k, l] is obtained as

I [k, l] =
��Fleye {T [p,q]Fd {O[m,n]}[p,q]}[k, l]��2 (B.1)
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where Fz {·} is the discrete Fresnel propagation by distance z which is implemented using a single
Fourier transformation in accordance with Equation (A.10), and T [p,q] is the discrete lens transfer
function given as

T [p,q] = exp
[
−

jπ

λ feye

(
p∆s − seye

)2
+
(
q∆t − teye

)2]
P(s, t). (B.2)

In Equation (B.2), (seye , teye ) denotes the lateral position of the simulated eye having the circular
pupil function of

P(s, t) =

{
1, if

√(
s − seye

)2
+
(
t − teye

)2
<

Deye
2

0, o.w.
. (B.3)

That is, the hologram is propagated towards the lens plane, multiplied with the lens transfer function
and finally propagated to the retinal plane, from which the intensity values of the perceived image
are obtained. Please note that the sampling steps on the lens plane should satisfy

∆s ≤
λ feye

Deye
, ∆t ≤

λ feye

Deye
, (B.4)

so that the lens transfer function is properly sampled without aliasing. The properties of the
simulated eye lens can be controlled by the focal length feye , which in turn alters the transfer
function. The distance leye is often kept fixed in accordance with the properties of the HVS. Thus,
the focused depth of the eye can be adjusted at distance df by selecting the focal length as

feye =

(
1
df
+

1
leye

)−1
. (B.5)

The numerical simulation tool presented above is utilized to demonstrate a set of comparisons
between different CGHmethods. In particular, the ray-basedHS and the image-order typewavefront-
based method proposed in [Ichikawa et al. 2013a] are considered as two representative methods
from ray-based and wavefront-based CGH categories, respectively. In the case of HS, the required
perspective images of the scene are obtained by capturing pinhole views on the hologram plane,
where the pinhole cameras are placed at the centers of the hogels. The hologram parameters,
such as the hogel size and hologram plane sampling, are set to fulfill the requirements of the
HVS, as explained in Section 4.1. For the wavefront-based CGH, the ray tracing is performed in
a similar manner, casting rays from the centers of the segments on the hologram plane towards
the scene. Where applicable, the hologram parameters are chosen to be equal to the HS, thus
providing a fair comparison between the two methods and their properties. In addition to the
simulated reconstruction images, reference images for the views are obtained by combining several
pinhole images, simulating the effects of a finite size aperture [Lanman et al. 2008]. The scene for
the simulations is setup as depicted in Figure B.2 including a 3D model of a car and a textured
background behind it. The (fixed) hologram and simulation parameters are presented in Table B.1.
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Fig. B.2. Scene setup for the simulations including a textured background and a 3D model car (Pony Cartoon
by Slava Zhuravlev is licensed under CC BY 4.0).

Table B.1. Parameters of the numerical simulations.

Number of hologram samples 8192×8192
Hologram sampling (∆ξ ,∆η) 2×2 µm
Segment size 64×64 µm
Wavelength 534 nm
Viewing distance d 300 mm
Pupil diameter Deye 3 mm
Lens-sensor distance leye 25 mm

An important aspect of holograms is that they can deliver focus cues (accommodation and
retinal defocus blur). That is, the image perceived by the viewer appears sharp, when the viewer
actually accommodates (focuses) at the correct image depth, otherwise it looks blurry due to optical
defocus. The accommodative response of the human eye can be evaluated by changing the focal
length of the simulated lens. Comparing the reference view images on the top and bottom rows
of Figure B.3(a), it is seen that different parts of the scene look blurred when the eye is focused
at different depths. However, the comparison of reconstructed images from HS, column (b), and
wavefront-based CGH, columns (c), clearly demonstrates the need for speckle suppression methods
to do a reliable evaluation, as the speckle patterns heavily degrade the visual quality, and therefore,
renders the ability to compare different methods and parameters virtually impossible. Columns (d)
and (e) show the corresponding reconstruction when random averaging based speckle suppression
is applied with 16 CGH frames. Please note that, although the change of focus on the model car is
visible, the remaining noise still hinders the relevant information especially on the background.

The numerical reconstructions are further extended in Figure B.4 with more effective separation-
based speckle suppression methods, where the speckle suppression is achieved by reconstructing
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Fig. B.3. Comparison of the reference views (a), the reconstructed views from HS and wavefront-based CGH,
respectively, without (b) – (c) and with (d) – (e) speckle suppression via random averaging. The simulated eye
is set to focus on the model car (top row) and on the background (bottom row).

Fig. B.4. Comparison of the reference views (a), the reconstructions from HS and wavefront-based CGH,
respectively, when the random averaging (b)–(c) and the separation based (d)–(e) speckle suppression is
applied. The eye is focused on the model car (top row), and on the background (middle row) (zoomed-in on
bottom row).

several hologram frames containing sparse sets of hogels, in the case of HS, or light rays, in the case
of wavefront-based CGH [Mäkinen et al. 2018], and averaging them. The results demonstrate the
limited accommodative response provided by the HS, as the background texture details cannot be
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resolved appropriately, regardless of the speckle suppression method. However, for the wavefront-
based CGH reconstructions, the utilized ray separation based speckle suppression method (see
column (e)) results in rather sharp perceived image of the background, which supports availability
of correct focus cues even for deep scenes in wavefront-based CGHs.

One can also evaluate the view-dependent properties (e.g., parallax and occlusions) by changing
the position of the simulated eye. These can be observed in the reconstructions presented in
Figure B.5, where the eye is moved 15 mm horizontally and vertically away from the origin. The
parallax between the background and the model car can be seen, when compared to Figure B.4,
with correct changes in perceived occlusions as well as the changes in the perspective of the
model car. The focus cues are visible in a similar manner to the center views, as highlighted in the
magnified detail images. The intensity variations that are visible in stripes on the surface of the car
are inherent to ray-separation based speckle suppression method [Mäkinen et al. 2018].

Fig. B.5. Comparison of the reference views (a), the reconstructions from HS when the random averaging
based speckle suppression is applied (b), zoomed-in on (d), and the reconstructions from wavefront-based
CGH when the ray separation based speckle suppression is applied (c), zoomed-in on (e). The eye is at
(seye , teye ) = (15 mm,15 mm) and it is focused on the model car (top row) and on the background (bottom
row).
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